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Target & Scope
• Familiarize with a «real» software used in large enterprises
• Accomplish small but significant use cases in BI arena
• Understand the impact of tools over team productivity
• Introduce advanced topics like the use of “non structured” information

Lab sessions will be held on Thursday, starting from October 7, 2021
Session schedule: from 4 pm to 6 pm
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Labs Schedule
• Presentation of the tool and its basic features
Lab 1: Introduction to Watson Studio

• Understanding and use of the tool features or conducting BI use cases
Lab 2: Working with Data
Lab 3: Analyze, Cleanse and Process
Lab 4: Report and Visualization

• Use of the tool for Advanced Analytics
Lab 5: Machine Learning & AI (for dummies)

Today’s topic is
highlighted!

Lab 6: Content Analytics & Social Media
Lab 7: Putting all together
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Reference Materials
IBM Watson Studio Documentation
https://dataplatform.cloud.ibm.com/docs/content/wsj/landings/wsl.html?conte
xt=analytics
Official product documentation, including both overview and tutorials to get
started and detailed description of all product features
IBM Watson Studio Learning Center
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzpeuWUENMK3u3j_hffhNZX3Jkht3N6V
A YouTube collection, curated by IBM Developer Channel, that introduces viewers
to the use of the product with simple examples (Note: it also contains advanced
features for data scientist)
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Today’s Contents: Working with data
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Data preparation
Loading data into Watson Studio: Hands on #1 (1 exercise)
Refine your data asset
Refine: Hands on #2 (2 exercises)
Profile and visualize data
Profile and visualize: Hands on #3 (3 exercises)
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1. Data Preparation
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General considerations
When you prepare your data asset to be uploaded, consider these
simple rules:
•
•
•
•
•

Has your data asset multiple/nested headers?
Are column names significant?
Are all values in each column of the same type?
Are they formatted in the same manner?
Are there totals / grand totals ?
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Example: Find what’s wrong here
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And here?
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And here?
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Tips for preparing your data
• Remove additional headers (you should have just ONE header per
column)
• Remove cells with calculations (totals, aggregations, etc.)
• Remove rows with intermediate text that breaks column logic
• Rename column headers so that they are meaningful
• Ensure that data contained in columns are homogeneous
• Cell formatting in Excel (colors, styles) should not be a problem
• CSV files are typically easier to validate
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IMPORTANT
• If you do not prepare your data asset adequately, this DOES NOT
MEAN that it will NOT be loaded into Watson Studio
• It probably WILL, but
• You may get unsatisfactory results
• User experience will be poorer
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One more warning
• Even if you have fully cleaned your data asset and it appears like a
plain “data rectangle”, it could still be tricky to use it in WS
• You have to bear in mind what kind of analysis you want to be
capable of doing with your data asset
• So, it might be necessary to “transform” it further
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Example: The crosstab problem
• Crosstab (or cross tabulation) is a way to arrange data in a twodimensional grid in order to represent the joint distribution of two or
more variables
• It is a format quite frequently used in survey results

• Crosstabs-like data assets are correct from a formal point of view, so
they are loaded by WS without problems, but the resulting analysis
may not be very significant
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Example: Product sales per month – V1
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Example: Product sales per month – V1

How would you extract the following information from this data?
• How many sales of product A?
• How many sales in June?
• How many sales of product A in June in Europe?
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Why is V1 data assets problematic?
• Column from C to N represents the same type of value (unit sales)
o The only difference is the month of the sale

• A single row of this data asset does not represent a significant instance of a
phenomenon, but is rather an aggregate of pieces of information
• To obtain aggregated information, systems are expected to sum over columns, but
here, in some case we would need to sum over rows (how many sales of product A in
one year?) and in some case over columns (how many sales in January?).
• The problem is that several columns represent the same dimension (time), rather
than having distinct dimensions, as it should be (type of product, time, place, amount
of sales).
• Watson Studio cannot extract from this format any insight about the sales over time
o It is necessary to adopt a different representation, i.e. transpose the format
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Example: Product sales per month – V2

In this «transposed» table we are now able to answer
the query:
• «how many sales of product A»?
• «how many sales in June?»
• «how many sales of product A in June in Europe?»
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Why is V2 data assets OK?
• There are two single columns, one for ‘units sold’ and another for
‘month’
• The two-dimensional representation has been transposed, but the
informational content is the same as before

• A single row of this data asset now does represent a significant
instance of a phenomenon (# of units sold in a month for a certain
product in a certain region), so Watson Studio can work on this
format and extract insights about the sales over time
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Recap
üUse rectangles of data
üEnsure that any column is a «uniform feature» (e.g., time, or
location)
üEnsure that any row is a «significant event» (rather that many
aggregated events, like sales of a product in different months)
üHave meaningful column headers
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3. Loading data into
Watson Studio
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Open Watson Studio
• Access to IBM Cloud resource page
https://cloud.ibm.com/resources with your IBM ID
and password
• Open the Services section and locate your Watson
Studio instance
• Click on the link and click on Get Started button in
the subsequent page
• Tip: you can bookmark the Watson Studio landing
page to access directly
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Navigation Menu
• Use Watson Studio navigation menu to quickly
locate section of your interest
• Go to View All Projects to have a look at the list
of currently existing projects
• If you want to create a new project, use the New
Project tool on the top right of the project list
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Reminder: create new project
• When creating a new project, select Create an empty project option (first one)
• The only thing to specify in the project details should be the project name: in
Lab 1 we already created a Cloud Object Storage instance, that should be
selected by default
• If you have not executed the creation process of Object Storage instance,
please refer to Lab 1 instructions to create it
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Methods to load data into a WS project
• Loading local file (Data asset from file)
• Importing file from the Cloud storage (Folder asset)
• Creating a database connection (Connected data asset)
We will mainly use for these Labs local files in CSV format
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Loading local file
• Open an existing project or create a
new one to display project landing page
• In the Assets tab, use the Load section
to the right to browse a data file (or
alternatively drag and drop the file onto
the section)
• After file selection, WS will load the
corresponding data asset that will be
shown in the main section
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Load result: preview your data
• Clicking on the data asset you just loaded, WS load the data preview interface,
that shows a sample of your data (typically first 1000 rows) and gives
information about data schema
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Introduction to the American time use survey dataset
• The American Time Use Survey (ATUS) is sponsored by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. The goal of the survey is to measure how people
divide their time among life’s activities.
• Individuals are randomly selected from a subset of households. ATUS respondents are
interviewed only one time about how they spent their time on the previous day, where they
were, and whom they were with.
• We will use a sample of the dataset, containing data for one year (2003).
• The dataset contains some anagraphic information: 'Education Level', 'Age', 'Age Range',
'Employment Status', 'Gender', 'Children',
'Weekly Earnings’

• As well as the minutes (except for Weekly Hours worked) spent in doing the following
activities:
'Weekly Hours Worked', 'Sleeping', 'Grooming',

'Housework', 'Food & Drink Prep', 'Caring for
Children', 'Playing with Children', 'Job Searching',
'Shopping', 'Eating and Drinking', 'Socializing &
Relaxing', 'Television', 'Golfing', 'Running',
'Volunteering'
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Hands On #1
• Download the training material (exercises and data assets) for Lab 2
contained in this folder:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1DUkGlm5BY_xjzWQYBLbgP09LfsZ
up6pQ

• Carry out Exercise 1 to create a project and load new data assets
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4. Refining data assets
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Why refine?
• Fix or remove data that is incorrect, incomplete, improperly
formatted, or duplicated
• Enrich original data by adding more value
• Filter the data in a particular area of the business
• Make data more usable by renaming columns, changing data
types, and modifying the default aggregations.
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Data Refinery
• A Data Refinery flow is a set of ordered operations on data
(the “transform” step of ETL (Extract/Transform/Load)).

• Data Refinery flow can be created using Watson Studio graphical
interface that let you profile your data, validate it and give you
perspective and insights.

• The flow can be saved and then reused for new data

• Refined data sets are put into a different location than where you
read it from. In this way, your source data remains untouched by
the refinement process.
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Enter Refine mode
You can add your data to Data
Refinery in one of these ways:
1. Select Refine from the
menu of a data asset in
the project
2. Preview a data asset in the
project and then choose to
refine it
3. Click on the Add to Project
blue tool and choose Data
Refinery flow button

1.

2.

3.

• In this case you have to
specify the data asset to
refine in the next screen
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Refine Mode: How it looks
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Steps
• Since Data Refinery flows can be seen as a
sequence of transformations operated on
our data, it is important to register any
action you execute.
• The Steps section (on the right when you are
in Refinery mode) is the actual ‘log’ of the
refinery process, where users can keep track
of the list of operations performed and, if
necessary, cancel them
• Use the Steps command on top right to hide or
show the section
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Refine mode: Profile tab
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Refine mode: Visualizations tab
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Refine Mode: Data tab
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Data: Inspect and adjust your data
The Data tab (default), shows a preview of
your data in tabular format (typically first
1000 rows)
If data does not display as a well-formatted
spreadsheet, you can click on the Specify Data
format tool in the Source file bottom section

Here you can review format options and inspect
raw data vs column preview, and apply changes in
order to obtain the best visualization result
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Toolbar (up right side)

• The Save button will save your flow into the Project
keeping track of all operations done
• The Save and create a job saves the flow and let the
user specify options for creating new data assets
using operations specified in the flow. We will use it
in the next lessons
• The View Info Pane button (circled ‘i’) will show/hide
the sidebar with the flow information.
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Edit Refinery Flow properties
•

•

•

•

Clicking on Edit button in Info Pane
sidebar, you can modify some
properties of your refinery flow
Hovering on DATA REFINERY FLOW NAME
in the left section, use the pencil icon
to modify the name of the flow
Clicking on Edit Output icon in the
right section, you can modify the
name and the location of the output
flow
Click on Done to apply changes
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Operations menu (left side)
• Clicking on Operation button, a menu is displayed
containing all standard operations that you can
execute on data. We will use them in the next lessons
• Operations are organized in four groups:
• Frequently used
• Cleanse
• Organize
• Natural Language
• Note: It is also possible to execute a custom operation
by typing some ‘code’ in the text field to the right (for
advanced users)
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Column menu
• Clicking on three dots symbol on the right side of a
column name, a menu is displayed containing the
most common operations that you can execute on
that column.
• Typical operations include:
• Remove (the entire column)
• Cleanse operations (remove duplicates or empty
rows)
• Sort
• Substitute (change actual values with random
text, to obfuscate personal data)
• Convert type
• Convert to uppercase/lowercase
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Example: Convert column type
• Watson Studio normally tries to
detect correct column type in CSV
files when starting a Data Refinery.
However, it may happen that column
types are not correctly detected or
user wants to set a different type
• Generally speaking, in order to apply
math operations on a column, it is
advisable to convert numerical data
into Integer or Decimal
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Example: Convert column type (cont’d)
• You can change the data type of a column of interest
by selecting column menu and clicking on the
Convert Column Type operation
• Available data types are shown in the drop down
list, suggested types are marked with a dot. Choose
the desired data type and click to start the process
• Note: if the conversion requires more than one step,
(for instance if you have to provide a format for date
or timestamp), the user interface asks you to
provide further options before executing task
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Keep an eye on Steps sidebar…
• As long as you execute operations on your data, they are
logged into the Steps section of your Data Refinery. You can
toggle the section visualization by clicking on the Steps link
on the right side
• In any time, you can edit or remove a step by pointing the
mouse on it and selecting the pencil (Edit tool) or the litter
bin (Remove tool)
• Editing a step lets you change, for instance, the column on
which operation is applied
• Deleting a steps cancel its effect and put data back to their
original state
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IMPORTANT: Always stop the environment!!
It is important to stop the Refinery environment as soon as your work is done, in order
to save runtime credits (CUH)!!
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Hands On #2: Refine data
Use Lab 2 Hands On document you loaded before.
• Carry out Exercise 2 to work with column data conversion
• Carry out Exercise 3 to modify flow name and output and save your
flow.
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5. More on Data Refinery:
Profile & Visualize
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What can I do with Profile and Visualize?
• Using Profile and Visualize capabilities of Data
Refinery, users may create a collection of
visualizations, all based on a given data set.
• The visualizations help you understand the
data, with the goal being to uncover insights
which identify problems or opportunities, or
which answer specific business questions.
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Profile: Validate data
Clicking on Profile tab, you can review each column
of your data sheet in terms of:
•

Frequency

Number of times that a value, or a value in a specified range,
occurs. Review the frequency distribution to find anomalies in
your data

•

Statistics

The statistics for each column show the minimum, maximum,
mean, and number of unique values in that column

Note: Statistic shown are influenced by column data
type
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Visualize: Analyze and discover
Visualizations can help you identify patterns,
connections, and relationships within that data as well
as understand amounts of information very quickly.
large
Watson Studio provides support for several chart types
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Building a visualization
Clicking on Visualizations tab, you enter in a wizard
mode where you can build graphical representations
of your information. Select a column to start with
and a chart type, and continue adding details to
complete the chart
• If you select column first, available chart types are ordered
from most relevant to least relevant
• Information to provide vary according to the chart type
selected
• If a column’s data type is not supported for a chart, that
column is not available for selection for that chart.
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An example of visualization
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Switching chart type
When you change from one chart type to
another, settings are kept if they are
compatible
•

For instance, when you switch from Bars to Pie
data series are kept

•

Selecting a different chart category might reset the
chart or remove some columns

•

WS warns users about the possibility that the chart
switching could remove previous settings. (This
warning can be silenced)
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Visualization: available options
You can customize your visualization using
controls on the left section of the page
Options depend on the chart type: they can
include:
• Sort order for data (ascending/descending)
• Summarization criteria for values (average,
sum, count,…)
• Data clustering (how to split data values)
• Adding title /subtitle
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Visualization: available actions
Using actions toolbar displayed to the
right part of the screen, you can
• Clear all work and start over
• Enable a zooming tool to select and
view only part of your data
• Save chart as image
• Save chart details in JSON format
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Visualization vs Dashboards
• Visualization options are handy to profile and validate your data:
Use of customizable charts can give you perspective and insights, and guide
to improve data quality by cleaning and organizing your data

• In order to create more complete data visualizations, that can be
browsed, saved and shared to other users, it is recommended you
create a Dashboard instead. Dashboard use the same graphics
tools but are more manageable and have more options
Dashboard are the main topic of the next Lab
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More About American Time Use Survey
Let us have a look at the data set content in order to understand the
meaning of various columns
Link to American Time Use Survey (Sample Data)
Our aim is to discuss about the data set structure and use it to examine
the behavior of people with respect to some social factors.
• For instance:

• What are preferred activities according to Education level, Gender,
employment status, etc.?
• What are activities that come often together?
• How much time is dedicated to some more general topic (children, sport, etc?)
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Hands On #3 : Profile & Visualize
• Carry out Exercise 4 to create a visualization and examine the
relations between data
• Carry out Exercise 5 to understand use of segmentation in the same
chart (i.e. gender and age range)
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